why president obama can t pardon edward snowden - snowden speaks via video link during a news conference in new york on september 14 brennan mcdermid reuters unlike me president obama did not have to go to russia to learn the truth about, prism surveillance program wikipedia - prism is a code name for a program under which the united states national security agency nsa collects internet communications from various u s internet companies the program is also known by the sigad us 984xn prism collects stored internet communications based on demands made to internet companies such as google llc under section 702 of the fisa amendments act of 2008 to turn over any, no place to hide edward snowden the nsa and the u s - an amazon best book of the month may 2014 in may of 2013 edward snowden a young systems administrator contracting for the national security agency fled the united states for hong kong carrying with him thousands of classified documents outlining the staggering capabilities of the nsa s surveillance programs including those designed to collect information within the u s, nsa files decoded edward snowden s surveillance - when edward snowden met journalists in his cramped room in hong kong s mira hotel in june his mission was ambitious amid the clutter of laundry meal trays and his four laptops he wanted to, the nsa files the guardian - latest the nsa files news comment and analysis from the guardian the world s leading liberal voice, no place to hide edward snowden the nsa and the u s - edward snowden the nsa and the u s surveillance state in may 2013 glenn greenwald set out for hong kong to meet an anonymous source who claimed to have astonishing evidence of pervasive government spying and insisted on communicating only through heavily encrypted channels, beyond snowden privacy mass surveillance and the - a former civil rights lawyer considers changing attitudes regarding personal privacy within the national security agency following the disclosures by edward snowden, a timeline of edward snowden leaks business insider - handout getty images in june 2013 the guardian reported the first leak based on top secret documents that then 29 year old edward snowden stole from the national security agency, cover story how nsa spied on merkel cell phone from - embassy espionage the nsa s secret spy hub in berlin according to spiegel research united states intelligence agencies have not only targeted chancellor angela merkel s cellphone but they have, edward snowden education movie documentary biography - edward snowden claimed he was a trained spy who worked undercover as an operative for the cia and nsa national security adviser susan rice denied his assertions did you know when snowden joined, u s charges snowden with espionage the washington post - snowden however can fight the extradition effort in the courts in hong kong any battle is likely to reach hong kong s highest court and could last many months lawyers in the united states, newly revealed nsa surveillance program draws support ire - washington the obama administration secretly expanded the national security agency s warrantless surveillance of americans internet traffic according to a news report drawing criticism and, inside the nsa s war on internet security spiegel online - us and british intelligence agencies undertake every effort imaginable to crack all types of encrypted internet communication the cloud it seems is full of holes the good news new snowden, black budget summary details u s spy network s - long before snowden leaks the u s intelligence community worried about anomalous behavior by employees and contractors with access to classified material, views of the united states and american foreign policy - a country s brand is a valued commodity especially when that nation is the world s largest economic and strategic power and in 2014 america s image remains strong in much of the world